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Legend:

DLE-E310

Backstitches:

DLE-E168 DLE-E310 DMC-666 DMC-310



Spiders Web

Magical525

Copyright Magical525 2017

http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com

44W x 109H

3.00" x 7.64"  (42 x 107 stitches)

[2] DLE E310 Ebony (20 stitches, 0.1 skeins)

DLE-E168 Silver (137.16 inches, 0.1 skeins) DMC-666 christmas red - br (3.26 inches, 0.1 skeins)

DLE-E310 Ebony (28.31 inches, 0.1 skeins) DMC-310 black (24.00 inches, 0.1 skeins)

The end of this month and the beginning of the next mark the 6 months to Halloween point - so what better way to 

celebrate it than to have a quick little Halloween related pattern?

You don't need red for this pattern - it's only used for the lettering of the second pattern so you can see which is 

which.

I did the DLE-310 black backstitches as larger 1 x 2 stitches (or 2 x 4 threads if using evenweave or linen and working 

over 2 for the cross stitches) as that would then also mark the places where the lines begin and start.

All of the silver lines are span stitches. If you need help on how to do the span stitches please look here: 

http://tinyurl.com/padnrad

If you don't stitch using a hoop please take care when doing the span stitches so you don't pull things out of 

alignment.

If you do stitch using a hoop don't be alarmed when you take the embroidery out of the hoop as it may look a bit 

bunched up and as if it has all gone horribly wrong. All you need to do to fix it is press the embroidery - believe me I 

was horrified when it happened to me and this really worked to fix it as you can see on my blog.

I made my hanging loop using just 3 strands of DMC 310, the length was about 18".

I used normal DMC 310 for the backstitches of the edge as it is nicer to work with, though you can the light effects if 

you prefer.

I alternated TOHO beads Metallic Hematite (TR-11-81) and Permanent -Finish Galvanised Aluminium (TR-11-PF558) 

when I whip stitched the two sides together

Please do leave a message on my blog, http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com/ , if you make this as I'd love to see the 

results!

This pattern was given for your own personal use on http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com/ . You may not sell this 

pattern, nor may you offer kits with this pattern. You may not sell embroideries made with this pattern, it was made 

for charitable or personal use only.

Please do not post this pattern to other sites but refer back to the blog post. This includes sites such as Pinterest 

and Facebook! So for example saying “I stitched this and you can get the pattern here” with a link is allowed but 

saving the pattern and uploading it as a file to Facebook or Pinterest is not.

You may of course share your finished results where you like, it’s just the pattern itself that may not be shared.


